
VI.D. Constant Airspeed Climbs and Descents 

 
References: FAA-H-8083-9; FAA-H-8083-15 
 

Objectives The student should develop knowledge of the elements related to constant airspeed climbs 
and descents in both straight flight and turning flight. 
 

Key Elements 
 
 
 
Elements 
 

1. Establish, Trim, Crosscheck, Adjust 
2. Trim! 
3. Scan, Scan, Scan 

 
1. Constant Airspeed Straight Climbs 
2. Constant Airspeed Climbing Turns 
3. Constant Airspeed Straight Descents 
4. Constant Airspeed Turning Descents 
 

Schedule 1. Discuss Objectives 
2. Review material 
3. Development 
4. Conclusion  
 

 
 
 
 
 

Equipment 1. White board and markers 
2. References 

IP’s Actions 
 

1. Discuss lesson objectives 
2. Present Lecture 
3. Ask and Answer Questions 
4. Assign homework 
 

SP’s Actions 
 

1. Participate in discussion 
2. Take notes 
3. Ask and respond to questions 
 

Completion 
Standards 

The student understands the concepts behind constant airspeed climbs and is competent in 
performing them. 
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Instructors Notes:  

 
Introduction: 

Attention 
Interesting fact or attention grabbing story 
 
Overview 
Review Objectives and Elements/Key ideas 

 
What 
This lesson will discuss the ability to climb and descend at a constant airspeed and maintain that airspeed 
throughout the climb and in a turn. 
 
Why 
Aircraft specific speeds are published for performance as well as safety reasons. In order to obtain this 
performance and remain safe, a consistent speed must be able to be maintained. 

 
How: 
1. Constant Airspeed Straight Climbs  

A. When established, your objective is to maintain a desired AS for a specific power setting 

B. Add power, adjust the pitch attitude for the desired airspeed and accept the resulting rate of climb 

i. During the pitch transition, the AI is the primary pitch instrument 

ii. The ASI is the primary pitch instrument once established whether climbing straight or turning 
a. This is because its indications tell you whether pitch adjustments are necessary 

C. Corrections 

i. Pitch controls the AS during a constant power climb 
a. If the AS gets too high, adjust the pitch down and vice versa to maintain the desired AS 

D. Entry 

i. Raise the mini aircraft to the approximate nose high indication for the desired climb speed  
a. Apply gentle back elevator pressure to initiate and maintain the climb attitude 

ii. Power may be advanced to the climb power setting simultaneously with the pitch change, or after 
the pitch is established and the AS approaches the climb speed 

E. Partial Panel Entry 

i. Partial panel climb entries are easier/more accurate if entered from the climbing AS 
a. Slow the airplane to the climbing AS and apply the necessary climb power setting 
b. Without an AI, use the Altimeter, VSI, and ASI in place of it to make pitch changes 

 Because none are direct indications of pitch, it is very important to make smooth, gradual 
control inputs and allow time for the changes to take affect 

 The rate of movement of the altimeter also gives indirect pitch info 

F. Stabilized Climb 

i. Once stabilized at a constant AS and attitude, the ASI is primary for pitch and HI for bank 
a. Monitor the tach/MP to ensure power is maintained 

ii. If the climb attitude is correct for the power setting, the AS will stabilize at the appropriate speed 
a. If the AS is high or low, make the appropriate small pitch correction 

G. Leveling Off 

i. It will be necessary to start the level off before reaching the desired altitude 
a. Lead the altitude by 10% of the vertical speed shown 
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ii. To level off at cruising airspeed, 
a. Apply smooth/steady forward elevator toward level flight attitude for the speed desired 
b. As the AI shows the pitch change, the VSI will move toward 0, and the altimeter will slow 

 Also the AS will begin to show an acceleration 
c. Once the Alt, AI, VSI show level, constant change in pitch/torque are needed as AS increases 
d. As the AS approaches cruising speed, reduce power to the cruise setting 

 Or adjust power to the setting necessary for the AS desired 
2. Constant Airspeed Climbing Turns 

A. For climbing turns, combine the straight climbs with the turn techniques 

i. Roll out of the turn as necessary to attain the desired heading on the MC (take into account errors)  

B. The rate of crosscheck and interpretation must be increased to enable bank control and pitch changes 
3. Constant Airspeed Straight Descent 

A. Entry 

i. Reduce AS to the selected descent AS while maintaining straight-and-level flight 

ii. Reduce power further, and simultaneously lower the nose to maintain a constant AS and trim 
a. Lower the nose to the approximate attitude to provide the desired descent speed 

B. Partial Panel Entry 

i. Slow the airplane to the descent AS and apply the necessary power setting 

ii. Without an AI, use the Altimeter, VSI, and ASI in place of it to make pitch changes 
a. Because none are direct indications of pitch, it is very important to make smooth, gradual 

control inputs and allow time for the changes to take affect 
b. The rate of movement of the altimeter also gives indirect pitch info 

C. Stabilized Descent 

i. Any deviation from the desired AS requires a pitch adjustment, power should remain constant 

D. Leveling Off 

i. The level off must be started before reaching the desired altitude 

ii. To level off at an AS above the descent AS, lead the altitude by 100-150’ 
a. At the lead point, add power to the appropriate level flight cruise setting 

iii. To level off at descent airspeed, lead the desired altitude by approx 50’ 
a. Simultaneously adjust pitch and add power to a setting that will hold the AS constant 

iv. Then trim off the control pressures 
4. Constant Airspeed Turning Descents 

A. For climbing turns, combine the straight climbs with the turn techniques 

i. Roll out of the turn as necessary to attain the desired heading on the MC (take into account errors) 

B. The rate of crosscheck and interpretation must be increased to enable bank control and pitch changes 
 
Common Errors 

 Failure to use a proper power setting and pitch attitude 

 Improper correction of vertical rate, airspeed, heading, or rate-of-turn errors 

 Uncoordinated use of controls 

 Improper trim control 
 
Conclusion: 
Brief review of the main points  


